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Abstract

Verified Translation Validation For
Register Promotion in LLVM

Sanghoon Park
School of Computer Science and Engineering

College of Engineering
The Graduate School

Seoul National University

Mainstream C/C++ compilers usually focus on efficiency though reliability is

also important as well for compilers. Thus they perform various optimizations

for performance, but many bugs are found in GCC and LLVM by recent random

testing tools.

To increase the reliability of mainstream compilers without sacrificing their

performance, I propose a practical approach for verified compilation using a

verified extensible relational Hoare-logic (ERHL) validator [4]. As this approach

performs translation validation which separates compilation and validation, it

does not sacrifice any compilation performance. Also, I can finally succeed to

validate translations or identify compiler bugs because I insert proof generation

code for validation directly in the compiler.

As a litmus test to show the possibility of this approach, I successfully vali-

date register promotion in the sroa pass in LLVM 3.7.1. Translation validation

for register promotion has enough to show possibility of validating the whole

optimization passes in LLVM as register promotion is one of the most perfor-

mance critical passes in LLVM. This is because register promotion promotes

memory locations to LLVM registers and converts corresponding load and store
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instructions into register read and write operations, and many LLVM optimiza-

tion focus on optimizing register operations, most of which are introduced in

register promotion. Moreover, some of those LLVM registers are transformed

into CPU registers which are magnitude faster to access than memory locations.

I validated translation of register promotion for SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks,

LLVM Nightly Test, and five C projects, with 7.1M lines of code in total. There

are only 10 failures in validation results, but all of them are due to the compiler

bug which I found during this work.

Keywords: Verified Translation Validation, Compiler Verification, LLVM, Reg-

ister Promotion

Student Number: 2015-22897
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Mainstream C/C++ compilers such as GCC and LLVM are usually interested

in efficiency than reliability. This is because software primarily require compilers

to generate efficient code with peforming various complex optimizations. Thus,

the compilers themselves also focus more on efficiency for minimizing compile

time.

Due to this requirement, many mainstream C/C++ compilers perform

optimizations without definite bases. Current mainstream C/C++ compilers

therefore contains many bugs. Indeed, recent research with testing tools consis-

tently found hundreds of optimization bugs in mainstream C/C++ compilers.

Actually, those unreliabilities of compilers finally degrade software stability

and increase software development costs. The reasons are that bugs by com-

piler optimizations are hard to find when developing large complex software,

and programmers should understand optimizations in detail to disable specific

optimizations which cannot preserve the semantics of source programs after

performing optimizations.

As a first step toward the grand goal to guarantee both reliability and

performance of mainstream C/C++ compilers, I validate register promotion
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optimization of the sroa pass in LLVM compiler (3.7.1). This work guarantees

semantics preservation of the source code between before and after performing

the register promotion optimization. My work is based on extensible relational

Hoare-logic (ERHL) [4] validator which is a framework for high level of reliability

without sacrificing performance (see §1.2).

1.1 Register Promotion

The register promotion optimization transforms load and store instructions

into reads and writes to LLVM registers, only if the target memory locations

are assured locality (i.e., addresses of the target locations are not escaped to

other functions). Due to this condition, the register promotion is one of the most

performance critical optimizations in LLVM compiler. This is because (i) some

LLVM registers will be transformed into CPU registers, which are orders of

magnitude faster to access than memory locations; and (ii) many other LLVM

optimizations target on register operations, most of which are introduced in

the register promotion. Also, showing verified translation validation for register

promotion has enough possibility to make fully reliable compiler as register

promotion is known to be one of the most complex optimization passes in LLVM.

Following translation is a simple example of the register promotion:

p := alloca();

*p := a

r := *p;

return r;

 

(lnop;)

(lnop;)

(lnop;)

return a;

Here, lnop instructions are just logical instructions for aligning the source and

the target instructions which are doing nothing (see §3.1.2 for more detail).

The memory location p is promoted to existing register a: all load and store

instructions to p are eliminated, and the target register r of load instruction is

replaced with the stored value a.
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Figure 1.1: Basic Framework

1.2 Basic Framework

I briefly introduce basic framework [4] which consists of verified translation

validation [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] and foundational proof carrying code [8, 9] for

my work.

Problems The main problem is that directly verifying mainstream compilers

seems impossible because we should re-implement million lines of mainstream

compiler such as GCC and LLVM in other languages like Coq to verify com-

pilation itself. Even if it is possible, the verified compiler is hard to preserve

performance of the original compiler written in C/C++. The solution for this

problem is to choose verified translation validation [10, 11] approach rather than

verified compilation approach. The key idea is that validate whether compilation
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results of the compiler preserves the semantics of the source program or not.

Translation Validation with Proofs The framework which I use is shown in

Figure 1.1. In this framework, compilation and validation parts are separated.

The compilation part in Figure 1.1 shows that compiler translates the source code

foo.c to the target code foo.o through several intermediate representations

foo1.ll, . . . , foon−1.ll. According to this, I modify the original compiler to

generate proofs, Proofi, which are the key information about why the compiler

performed such optimization. Now the validators Validatori check whether

translation from fooi−1.ll to fooi.ll is valid or not using Proofi. If all results

of the Validatori are success and the final compilation result (foo.o) of the

original compiler is same as the result of the modified compiler by the equality

checker EQCheck, it indicates that the compilation is correct. As shown in

Figure 1.1, the validators Validatori and the equality checker EQCheck are

trusted computing bases (TCB), but we also can optionally verify them to

reduce the TCB.

1.3 Extensible Relational Hoare-Logic Validator

In this sections, I will illustrate high level design of extensible relational Hoare-

logic (ERHL) validator.

Extensibility ERHL validator is a general validator which can validate various

optimizations. This means that we do not need to develop every single validator

that individually corresponds to hundreds optimizations in LLVM. It is possible

to make such general validator because the proofs generated by compiler are

detailed enough, and the validator simply checks those proofs. The validator also

allows user to register pre-defined inference rules which specific to particular

optimizations for extensibility.
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Validation Process Now I briefly describe how ERHL validator validates the

translation with proofs. The validation process is based on a simple form of

relational Hoare logic. In ordinary Hoare logic, {P } c {Q } means if a command

c is started with a state satisfying precondition P, the finale state after c satisfies

postcondition Q. In the ERHL validator, a pair of the source and the target

instruction at line i, (instsrci , inst
tgt
i ), is a command, and each command has

precondition (Pi−1, Qi−1, Di−1) and postcondition (Pi, Qi, Di).

{Pi−1 } {Qi−1 } {Di−1 }

i : instsrci 7→ inst
tgt
i

[ pi ] [ qi ] [ di ]

{Pi } {Qi } {Di }

Each invariant at line i has three components: the source property Pi (or

Pi−1), the target property Qi (or Qi−1), and may-diff set Di (or Di−1). Pi is a

property which should hold just after (or before) the execution of the instruction

in the source program at line i, similar for Qi. A may-diff set Di at line i

contains all variables such that the value of variables in the source and the

target program may be different at line i. Namely, a variable which is not in

Di should have the same value in the source and the target program. (pi, qi, di)

has same components, but it is a post-invariant computed by the validator not

provided by Proof. I will explain more about this post-invariant below.

1. Instruction Alignment Proof inserts logical no-op instructions for align-

ing. This happens if some source instructions are removed, and some

target instructions are inserted during the translation. For this, the ERHL

validator can validate the translation line by line.

2. Invariant Generation User can specify an relational invariant (Pi, Qi, Di)

about variables at each line i of code with Proofs by writing proof gen-

eration code in the compiler. Then, the ERHL validator generates each

invariant (Pi, Qi, Di) after corresponding instruction at line i using Proof.
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3. Post-invariant Computation For each line i, the validator first checks

that instsrci and inst
tgt
i are consistent; for instance, pair of the source

and the target instructions including logical no-op which raise same side

effects such as the same function call with the same arguments). Then

the validator calculates a post-invariant (pi, qi, di) which should hold for

all program states given after executing instsrci and inst
tgt
i under any

program states satisfying (Pi−1, Qi−1, Di−1).

4. Inference Rule Application The validator can now successfully validate

that the translation at line i is correct if it can prove that (pi, qi, di)

implies (Pi, Qi, Di). In order to prove that (pi, qi, di) implies (Pi, Qi, Di),

the validator applies a sequence of inference rules which Proof provides to

(pi, qi, di). Also, the validator sometimes automatically adds and applies

some pre-installed inference rules which the validator itself can easily

deduce with current invariants such as transitivity (i.e., A = C if

A = B and B = C).

The validator repeats above process start from the first line of a program

with the default pre-invariant (P0, Q0, D0) which holds initial states to the end of

the program. The validation succeeds if the validator can prove the implication

of every step until the end of the program. If so, the source and the target

programs produce the same observable behavior.

1.4 Result

I successfully validated the register promotion optimization in the sroa pass

for SPEC CINT2006 C benchmarks [1], LLVM Nightly Test (LNT) [2] and

other five C projects with 7.1 million lines of code in total with verified ERHL

validator for the LLVM compiler. In the benchmark I successfully validated

66,028 (86.2%) translations out of 76,617 translations. All 10 failures are due to

the compiler bug I found during this work, and 10,579 (13.8%) translations are
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currently not supported in the validator as the program contains instructions

that the validator cannot recognize yet.
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Chapter 2

Register Promotion Algorithm

The register promotion algorithm in LLVM replaces load and store instructions

to memory locations with reads and writes to LLVM registers, only if the address

of memory location is not escaped. Essentially, the Static Single Assignment(SSA)

transformation algorithm is used to replace load and store instructions with

registers. However, the register promotion algorithm in LLVM has shortcuts for

several cases to reduce the compilation time. In this chapter, I will look into the

shortcuts and the SSA transformation algorithm for the general case in detail.

2.1 Shortcuts

There are three special cases. From now, alloca indicates a LLVM instruction

which allocates memory.

Not Used When the allocated address of the memory location is never used,

the register promotion just deletes the alloca.

Single Store This is the case when store to the allocated address of memory

location is only one. In this case, the register promotion first checks the only value
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stored to the alloca is dominated by the store. If so, the register promotion

replaces all uses of the loads from the alloca with the stored value.

Consider the following translation as an example:

p := alloca();

*p := a;

x := *p;

foo(x)

 

(lnop;)

(lnop;)

(lnop;)

foo(a)

Here, the memory location p is promoted to existing register a. All load and

store instructions to p are removed, and the target register x of load instruction

is replaced with the only stored value a. Note that every target register of load

instruction is translated to the only stored value

Single Block This is the case when the allocated address of memory location

is only used in a single basic block. In this case, the register promotion replaces

all uses of the target register of each load with the nearest stored value. If there

is no preceding store before load, the register promotion regards the nearest

stored value of that load as the undef value. Here, the undef value which is

generated by uninitialized value or erroneous operation such as integer overflow

can be translated into an arbitrary value.

As an example, consider the following translation:

p := alloca();

x := *p;

foo(x)

*p := a;

y := *p;

foo(y)

 

(lnop;)

(lnop;)

foo(undef)

(lnop;)

(lnop;)

foo(a)

Each target register x and y of load instruction is replaced with the nearest

stored value, undef and a respectively. The reason that x is translated into

undef is there is no store instruction before the load instruction to x.
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2.2 General SSA Transformation Algorithm

All other general cases are transformed by using the SSA transformation al-

gorithm. The basic idea of transforming for general cases is similar to others:

convert corresponding loads and stores to register reads and writes. However,

the remaining problem is to ensure the SSA property required by the LLVM IR

for more aggressive optimizations. In this section, I will briefly describe the SSA

property and the SSA transformation algorithm with a simple example.

The SSA Property LLVM IR which ensures the SSA property satisfies two

points. First, every register is written exactly once in the source code. Also,

every read from a register is dominated by the single write to the register. “A

dominates B“ represents that at least one path from the entry block to B should

necessarily visit A in the middle. This second property ensures that every read

from a register occurs only after the write to the register.

Back to the algorithm, each alloca may be split into many LLVM registers

which correspond to the nearest stored value. Thus, the SSA transformation

algorithm consistantly renames the address of each load into a LLVM register.

Especially, handling branches and loops is the main part of the SSA trans-

formation algorithm, and phinode which can represent every incoming value

from immediate predecessors plays an important role. For instance, consider the

following example:

x := 19; y := 8;

z := φ(x, y);

Here, z has the value of x if it comes from the left control flow, and it has the

value of y if it comes from the right control flow. For the same way, phinode

also can sufficiently deal with loops.
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Algorithm 1 Register Promotion for General Cases (P:program)
1: for p in Reg(Bentry) do

2: match FindDef(P , p) with

3: | Some (la: p := alloca()) when p is used only as the target of stores and loads ⇒

4: Remove(la)

5: V := [Bentry 7→ undef]

6: for B in Block(P ) do // (DFS order)

7: v := V [B]

8: for (li : i) in Instr(B) do

9: if i is a store instruction (*p := w) then

10: Remove(li)

11: v := w

12: else if i is a load instruction (x := *p) then

13: Remove(li)

14: for (lj : j) in Use(x) do

15: Replace(j, x, v)

16: end for

17: end if

18: end for

19: for B′ in Successor(B) do

20: if V [B′] is a phinode (h := φ(· · · )) then

21: h[B] := v

22: else

23: V [B′] := v

24: end if

25: end for

26: end for

27: end match

28: end for

Then, how to insert phinodes is a critical issue. The SSA transformation

algorithm in register promotion simply inserts phinodes at dominance frontier

of corresponding register. Here, “dominance frontier of X “ is the set of Y which

X dominates an immediate predecessor of Y, but X does not dominate Y. This

is safe because dominance frontier of a block which contains store instruction

indicate that a value stored to the alloca can be different according to the

control flow.
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After inserting phinodes, remaining works are straightforward. Those re-

maining parts are realized in Algorithm 1.

Lines 1-5 First, remove promotable alloca instruction and initialize a container

V which contains the nearest stored value of every alloca with undef.

Line 6 Then, traverse each block starting from the entry block in the DFS

order of the control flow

Lines 7-18 Remove loads and stores of each block in order. Every time erasing

the store instruction, update the value of corresponding alloca in V

with the stored value of erased store. Also, all uses of the target register

of a load instruction is replaced with the nearest stored value in V when

erasing every load.

Lines 19-25 If there are phinodes, it updates the store value in V with a

corresponding phinode, but it does not remove phinodes.

Now I walk through the following example performing general SSA transla-

tion:

p := alloca();

*p := a;

x := *p;

*p := b;

*q := x;

y := *p

foo(y);

(lnop;)

z := *p

foo(z);

 

(lnop;)

(lnop;)

(lnop;)

(lnop;)

*q := a;

(lnop;)

foo(a);

p.0 := φ(b, a);

(lnop;)

foo(p.0);

The target memory location of register promotion is just p because only p is

newly allocated in this program. Note that register promotion targets on the

12



memory location that the address of it is not escaped. At first, the compiler

inserts a phinode p.0 without incoming values in the undermost block which is

dominance frontier of a block contains the store instruction *p := b. First, a

container V is initialized with *p = undef, and the alloca instruction is removed.

As next line is the store instruction to p, update V with *p = a and erase the

store instruction, *p := a. Following left side of the control flow, replace all uses

of the target register x of the load instruction with the most recently stored value

a, and also eliminate the load instruction. Then repeat the same work about

the next store instruction: update the container V and erase instruction. Finally,

there is phinode p.0 in the deepest block. Thus just fill in the phinode with the

most recently stored value in V, and remaining works are straightforward.

2.3 Pruning

Sometimes there are extra chances called pruning to erase phinodes after perform-

ing the SSA transformation. If some phinodes merge all of the same incoming

values, it is safe to remove those phinodes and replace all uses of phinodes with

single incoming value. It also can happen when there exists undef values among

incoming values as undef value can be translated into an arbitrary value.
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Chapter 3

Proof Generation and
Translation Validation for
Register Promotion

In this chapter, I will show how to validate register promotion optimization in

the ERHL framework with Proof generated by compiler. I first explain how to

insert proof generation code in the compiler for validation, and then how the

ERHL validator verifies the generated proof step-by-step.

3.1 Proof Generation in the Compiler

I insert proof generation code for register promotion in LLVM to capture the

key idea of the optimization, so that the validator can easily understand why

the compiler performed such optimization. The key idea of register promotion is

that the targets of a load instruction are replaced with the most recently stored

value. Thus proof generation code mainly records the nearest stored value. Now

I explain how to materialize this work into Proofs.

14



3.1.1 Interpretation of Invariant

As discussed in §1.2, a Proof has a relational invariant, (P,Q,D), for each

line of the program. In this section, I describe how to interpret several basic

invariants of the ERHL validator.

Lessdef Technically, the correctness of a translation is not equivalence but

refinement between the behaviors of the source and the target programs. This

means that the behaviors of the target program should be a subset of those of

the source program. As compiler optimizations use this property, the ERHL

validator should reflect it. The notion of lessdef is the idea from CompCert [16]

for this, and the ERHL validator also follows this notion.

The LLVM IR has the notion of undef which discussed in §2.1. Since the

notion of undef value is a superset of any value, compilers can translate the

undef value into an arbitrary value. Such translation may breaks the equality

relationship between the source and the target values. For instance, consider

the following example:

x := a - 1;

y := a - x;

z := y + 1;

 

x := a - 1;

y := a - x;

z := 1 + 1;

In this example, the register y is replaced with 1 as ys = as−xs = as−(as−1) = 1

for any integer value of as. From now, xs and xt represent the value of the register

x in the source and the target, respectively. However, if as is undef, the equality

ys = 1 does not hold anymore because the result of arithmetic operations

over undef is also undef. Therefore, ys = zs = undef as as − (as − 1) =

undef. Consequently, we cannot validate this valid translation with the equality

relationship because zs 6= zt due to undef 6= 2 when as is undef.

To successfully validate above example, the ERHL validator uses the Com-

pCert style lessdef relation [5] instead of the equality relation. Here, a lessdef

b, denoted a w b, represents that a is undef or equals to b. Now we can success-

15



fully validate the above translation because the validator can infer zs w zt by

ys = as − xs = as − (as − 1) w 1 and ys + 1 w 1 + 1.

In my thesis, I just use the equality instead of the lessdef for simplicity of

presentation though I use lessdef in all my work.

Noalias and Unique Register promotion is one of the complex optimizations

as it requires memory reasoning. Translation with memory operations are hard

because their pointers can be aliased (i.e., pointer values of different registers may

point to the same location). Following example is about memory optimization:

p := alloc(4);

*p := 9;

*q := 5;

r := *p;

foo(r);

 

(lnop;)

(lnop;)

*q := 5;

(lnop;)

foo(9);

We should assert *ps = 9 at the end of the block to verify the replacement

of foo(r) with foo(9) in this example. It is obvious that *ps = 9 right after

the store instruction *p := 9, but it can be preserved after the another store

instruction *q := 5 only if p and q are not aliased (i.e., pointing to disjoint

memory blocks).

For notifying this information to the validator, we use the noalias predicate,

denoted p ⊥ q, which indicates that the values in the register p and q are not

aliased if both are pointers. Thus we can preserve all invariants about *ps after

the store instruction *q := 5 if there exist ps ⊥ qs in the precondition.

However, we also need another predicate to derive the noalias relation.

Unique(p) asserts that the value in the register p is never aliased with other values

in different registers or memory. Therefore, the validator automatically introduces

Unique(ps) after the alloca instruction p := alloc(4) when computes post-

invariant. Then the validator can also infer ps ⊥ qs after add Unique(ps) and

preserve *p = 9 due to ps ⊥ qs. Hence, the validator can check that the argument
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of foo is 9 in both the source and the target as rs = 9 by rs = *ps and *ps = 9.

Private Register promotion also performs optimization if there exist unknown

code. For example, consider the following translation:

p := alloc(4);

*p := 9;

bar();

r := *p;

foo(r);

 

(lnop;)

(lnop;)

bar();

(lnop;)

foo(9);

Here, the only difference is that there is unknown function call bar rather than

another store instruction. Register promotion performs this translation because

the address in p is locally used (i.e., the address in p is not escaped to external

functions as p is newly allocated by the alloca instruction p := alloc(4).

We introduce the private memory predicate, Private(ps), which denotes that

a pointer value in the register p points to a private block. Note that a block

in the source memory is public if there is a corresponding block (i.e., every

corresponding pointer values in the source and the target have the same address)

in the target memory; otherwise private; for instance, the values of the registers

not in the maydiff set are public. Hence, Private(ps) is introduced after the line

that the source instruction is p := alloc(4) and the target instruction is lnop

when the validator computes post-invariant. Then Private(ps) in invariant is

preserved after every instruction that only public values are passed to external

functions and stored in public blocks. Also, the validator only preserves all

invariant about *p after a function call if there is Private(ps) in the precondition.

With this predicate, the validator can check the above example. We have

Private(ps) as a postcondition after p := alloc(4). Due to this, we can preserve

*ps = 9 after the function call bar(). Thus the validator can assure that the

argument of foo is 9 in both the source and the target as rs = 9 by rs = *ps

and *ps = 9.
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Ghost Register Sometimes the validator requires a relation between a value

only in the source and one only in the target. Especially, register promotion

occasionally inserts phinodes to erase corresponding store and load instructions,

and the validator needs a relational predicate such as xs = x1t for validation: xs

is a target register of load instruction, and x1t is a phinode.

For this, we use ghost registers to indicate relation between the source and

the target expressions. We can encode xs = x1t with a ghost register ĝ as follows:

xs = ĝs ∧ ĝt = x1t ∧ ĝs = ĝt .

Note that xs = ĝs and ĝt = x1t are the source and the target invariant respec-

tively, and ĝs = ĝt means that ĝ is not in the maydiff set (i.e., ĝ has the same

value in the source and the target.

Ghost registers only exists logically, so they are nothing to do with the

physical program state. They just denotes the existence of some values which

are used to connect relations between the source and the target program states.

3.1.2 Example

I inserted proof generation code for register promotion in LLVM that captures

the key idea of register promotion algorithm. Now we take Figure 3.1 as a

running example.

For now, I just ignore ghost registers in invariant for simple overview, and

also assume that all invariants in Figure 3.1 include Private(ps) and Unique(ps)

because register promotion performs translation only if the target memory

satisfies privacy and uniqueness. Translation proof in Figure 3.1 briefly shows

that information about the most recently stored value, *p = 1, holds throughout

lines 10-20 as an invariant, and the validator needs to infer x = 1 by applying

the transitivity. Then, the validator can simply know that the argument of foo

is 1 both the source and the target. Now I explain this example in more details

focus on generating proof.
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...

{{ D({p}) }}

10 : *p := 1  lnop

[[ *ps = 1 D({p}) ]]

⇓ intro_ghost(p, 1)[
*ps = 1

1 = p̂s
p̂t = 1 D({p})

]
⇓ transitivity(∗p, 1, p̂)

[ *ps = 1

1 = p̂s

*ps = p̂s

p̂t = 1 D({p})

]

{{ *ps = p̂s p̂t = 1 D({p}) }}

11 : · · ·  · · ·
...

{{ *ps = p̂s p̂t = 1 D({p}) }}

20 : x := *p  lnop[[
*ps = p̂s

xs = *ps
p̂t = 1 D({p, x})

]]
⇓ transitivity(x, ∗p, p̂)

[ *ps = p̂s

xs = *ps

xs = p̂s

p̂t = 1 D({p, x})

]

{{ xs = p̂s p̂t = 1 D({p, x})}}

21 : foo(x)  foo(1)
...

Figure 3.1: Validation of a register promotion proof in ERHL
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Aligning Instructions with Logical No-ops Register promotion breaks the

one-to-one correspondence between the source and the target instructions because

it eliminates some instructions. As ERHL validator assumes that the number of

instructions of source and target programs is always same, I align the instructions

by inserting the logical no-op instructions (i.e., lnop in Figure 3.1). Thus the

compiler generated proof includes information about which line the validator

needs to insert lnop for aligning.

Invariant Generation As shown in Figure 3.1, I insert proof generation code

for generating an appropriate invariant at each line, which is in {{}}. Each

invariant contains core relations to prove the correctness of translation. For

example, the equation *p = 1 derived from the store instruction at line 10 should

be added to all source invariants between line 10 and 20 in order to know that

*p = 1 when executing load instruction at line 20. Similarly, the equation x = 1

derived from x = ∗p and *p = 1 should be inserted to the invariant between

line 20 and 21. Also note that p and x are in maydiff set D({p, x}) as they only

exist in the source program.

Adding Inference Rules Indeed, every equation in Figure 3.1 is split into the

source and the target invariant. For instantce, the equation *p = 1 is split into

*p = p̂s in the source invariant and p̂t = 1 in the target invariant. This is for

consistency because validation for register promotion essentially needs ghost

registers as we discussed before (3.1.1). Thus I keep the source and the target

relation (e.g., xs(source) = yt(target)) during validation using ghost registers.

In order to keep the relation between the source and the target, the val-

idator needs to deduce *p = p̂s and p̂t = 1 from *p = 1 at line 10. I de-

liver the exact reason to the validator for that deduction using the command

INFRULE(intro_ghost(e,g ),l ), which indicates to the validator to apply

following pre-installed intro_ghost inference rule at line l with the given
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arguments:

(intro_ghost(e, g))

no reg in e is in maydiff

remove previously defined equations about ĝ e = ĝs ĝt = e

It seems enough to prove the translation at line 10 in Figure 3.1, but the

core of the validator is so simple that I need to add an additional inference

rule which deduces that *p is equal to p̂s by transitivity. In order to reduce the

proof size and the burden of the user, preprocessor of the validator automatically

adds the command INFRULE(src,transitivity(*p,1,p̂s),l ) which indicates

to the validator to apply following pre-installed transitivity inference rule to

the source invariant at tline l with the given arguments:

(transitivity(e1, e2, e3))

e1s = e2s e2s = e3s

e1s = e3s

Generating invariants for the remaining code after line 11 in Figure 3.1 are in

the same manner.

3.2 Translation Validation using Proofs

Now I walk through how to validate the translations using the compiler-generated

proofs in Figure 3.1. For each step, the validator checks that a postcondition

(e.g., that in {{}} just after each line in Figure 3.1) for each line should hold if

the precondition (e.g., that in {{}} just before the line) holds and the source and

the target instructions execute the corresponding lines.

The validation for each step is split into two phases. First, the validator

computes a post-invariant (e.g., that in [[]]) after executing the corresponding

lines in the source and the target with the precondition. Then the validator

checks that the computed post-invariant implies the postcondition (also the

precondition for the next line) using inference rules annotated in the compiler-
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generated proof and preprocessor of the validator. Intermediate invariants (e.g.,

that in [ ]) during applying inference rules are also represented in Figure 3.1.

For more detail, the post-invariant computation algorithm consists of three

step. First, it removes lessdef relations which are represented as equations in

Figure 3.1 from the source and the target precondition that may be invalidated

by the executed instruction at each line. Then it inserts new lessdef relations

to the source and the target invariants that are induced from the executed

instruction at each line. Finally, it adds the registers to the maydiff set that

only exist in the source or the target, or contain different value between the

source and the target. For example, the post-invariant of the instruction at line

20 in Figure 3.1 contains x which is only defined in the source.

So far I have discussed how to generate proofs in the compiler and how to

prove translation in the ERHL validator with an simple example of register

promotion. The whole register promotion optimization discussed in §2 also can

be sufficiently validated in the ERHL framework.
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Chapter 4

Results

4.1 Development

I targets on the register promotion algorithm in the sroa pass in LLVM 3.7.1. I

just added the proof generation code to the original compiler without changing

any existing compiler code.

Table 4.1 shows the number of lines of the original register promotion code

and the proof generation code which I inserted. I just added 26.0% additional

code compared to the original compiler code for validation. Library codes can

sufficiently be used to write proof generation code for other optimizations.

Also, Table 4.2 shows the validation results of register promotion. The

target programs are SPECCPU2006 C Benchmarks [1], LLVM Nightly Test

LOC of Original Compiler Inserted Proof Generation Codes

Register Promotion 989 257

* 6,513 library codes for proof generation infrastructure

Table 4.1: Lines of Original Compiler and Proof Generation Code
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LOC
Result

#V #F #NS

400.perlbench 168.16K 1745 0 1

401.bzip2 8.29K 90 0 0

403.gcc 517.52K 5263 0 5

429.mcf 2.69K 24 0 0

433.milc 15.04K 235 0 2

445.gobmk 196.24K 2641 0 1

456.hmmer 35.99K 558 0 0

458.sjeng 13.85K 130 0 0

462.libquantum 4.36K 123 0 79

464.h264ref 51.58K 532 1 0

470.lbm 1.16K 19 0 0

482.sphinx3 25.09K 364 0 0

LLVM nightly test 3180.59K 17980 3 291

emacs-25.1 463.54K 5149 0 4

ghostscript-9.14.0 797.65K 12996 0 9176

gimp-2.8.18 1004.20K 19448 6 528

python-3.4.1 486.38K 8784 0 89

sendmail-8.15.2 138.68K 536 0 403

Total 7111.01K 76617 10 10579

Table 4.2: Validation Results

Benchmarks [2] and other five open-source C projects (the biggest benchmarks

used in [6]), totalling 7.1 million lines of C code. In the experiment, I compiled

each benchmark program with the -O2 option of LLVM. #V is the number of

the compiler-generated validation proofs, #F is the proofs which the ERHL

validator failed to validate, and #NS is the proofs which are currently not

supported in the ERHL validator yet.

Out of 76,617 validations in total, 66,028 (86.2%) are successfully validated

(#V - #F - #NS). All 10 (0.01%) failures are due to the compiler bug in

register promotion algorithm which I found (see §4.3).
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4.2 Performance Evaluation

I also evaluate the performance of my work in experiments conducted in a

Linux workstation with Intel Xeon E5-2630 CPU (2.6GHz, 12 cores with hyper-

threading), 128GB RAM, and 1TB SSD (Samsug 850 PRO).

LOC
Time (sec.)

Comp PCal Print Vali

400.perlbench 168.16K 0.27 20.08 74.64 2149.19

401.bzip2 8.29K 0.02 2.42 4.17 239.78

403.gcc 517.52K 0.68 50.11 177.23 6225.35

429.mcf 2.69K < 0.01 0.12 0.31 2.61

433.milc 15.04K 0.03 1.04 3.22 41.64

445.gobmk 196.24K 0.20 10.25 100.18 16089.59

456.hmmer 35.99K 0.06 3.26 10.83 141.40

458.sjeng 13.85K 0.02 0.95 2.68 50.70

462.libquantum 4.36K 0.01 0.36 0.87 5.35

464.h264ref 51.58K 0.11 8.78 25.32 968.58

470.lbm 1.16K < 0.01 0.24 0.40 6.73

482.sphinx3 25.09K 0.05 1.78 7.47 70.94

LLVM nightly test 3180.59K 1.97 128.16 461.69 26408.90

emacs-25.1 463.54K 0.64 45.47 205.34 7331.57

ghostscript-9.14.0 797.65K 2.05 35.10 181.79 5445.46

gimp-2.8.18 1004.20K 1.54 61.29 344.47 3396.22

python-3.4.1 486.38K 0.85 43.93 233.88 4618.26

sendmail-8.15.2 138.68K 0.15 3.80 17.99 329.94

Ratio by Comp 43.92 157.53 3532.86

Table 4.3: Performance Results

Table 4.3 shows the performance results of validating register promotion. I

compiled each benchmark program using both the original and the modified

compiler with the -O2 option of LLVM. For checking performance, I measured

the time spent to perform register promotion. Comp is the time spent to

perform register promotion in the original compiler, PCal is the time spent

to perform register promotion and calculate validation proofs in the modified

compiler, Print is the time spent to print the source and the target programs
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and the proofs to files, and Vali is the time spent to validate the translation

with the compiler-generated proofs by the ERHL validator.

According to Table 4.3, proof generation and validation are slow compared

to compilation. Proof calculation particularly took 42.9 times compared to the

original compilation time for sroa. In this paper, I mainly discuss improvement

in calculating proofs which are only affected by proof generation code that I

inserted, not by the ERHL validator.

I believe that I can significantly reduce the time for generating proofs because

my proof generation code essentially does not have bigger time complexity than

the register promotion algorithm itself has. For now there is plenty of room to

improve in calculating proofs. For example, there are many string comparisons

in proof generation code for simplicity of implementation. Also I mainly use

hash to save data for following register promotion algorithm and save generated

proofs before printing to files for the same reason. Thus there are opportunities

to improve performance such as using lightweight data structures that are used

in LLVM itself for performance.

4.3 A Bug of Register Promotion in LLVM

During this work, I found a 7-year-old bug regarding loops on register promotion

with Jeehoon Kang1 and Chung-Kil Hur2. For example, register promotion

performed the following translation:

p := alloca();

loop {

r := *p;

foo(r)

*p := 1908;

}

 

(lnop;)

loop {

(lnop;)

foo(undef)

(lnop;)

} ,

1http://sf.snu.ac.kr/jeehoon.kang/
2http://sf.snu.ac.kr/gil.hur/
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This is the case of shortcuts which I discussed in 2.1. The allocated address

of memory location p is only used in a single basic block that corresponds to

the body of loop. As there is no preceding store instruction before the load

instruction (i.e., r := *p), the register promotion replaces all uses of the target

register r of the load instruction to undef.

However, this translation is incorrect because the value of r becomes 1908

after the first iteration of the loop in the source, while it is still undef in the

target. Thus the correct translation of this should insert phinode as following:

p := alloca();

loop {

(lnop;)

r := *p;

foo(r)

*p := 1908;

}

 

(lnop;)

loop {

r.0 := φ(undef, 1908)

(lnop;)

foo(r.0)

(lnop;)

} ,

It is remarkable that any other testing tools cannot find this bug until 7 years,

but we found it by translation validation with ERHL validator. We reported

this bug to the llvm-dev mailing list, and this bug was subsequently fixed in

LLVM 3.8.0.
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Chapter 5

Related Works

Compiler verification/validation has been a grand challenge [7], but my work is

the first that successfully validate the whole register promotion optimization of

mainstream compiler.

CompCert [16] is the first fully verified C compiler written in Coq [3]. How-

ever, I think that the formally verified compiler like CompCert cannot perfectly

substitue mainstream C/C++ compilers such as GCC and LLVM for some rea-

sons. First, the compilation time is relatively slower than mainstream compilers.

Mainstream compilers written in C++ include manual code optimizations at a

near machine level, but CompCert is implemented and run in purely functional

languages (i.e., Coq and OCaml) so that it is hard to perform code optimizations

for performance like in C++. Also, it is very costly to verify the compiler itself.

Thus CompCert supports only a small number of compiler optimizations in

comparison with mainstream compilers.

Zhao et al. [17, 18] implemented and verified the vmem2reg pass in Coq for

the Vellvm project. The vmem2reg pass performs register promotion, but its

algorithm is significantly simplified compared to that in LLVM.

Lopes et al. [19] presented Alive, a domain-specific language which can be
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automatically translated into C++ for writing optimizations. Alive can either

automatically prove the correctness of optimizations or generate counterexample.

The authors translated more than 300 peephole optimizations in instcombine

into Alive, and they found eight bugs in instcombine during the work. However,

Alive just supports peephole optimizations which are performed only inside a

single block. Hence Alive do not cover register promotion which requires complex

memory reasoning.

CSmith [20, 21] and EMI [22] are randomized test-case generation tools

for validating C compilers. They also found hundreds of compiler bugs and

contributed to improve the reliability of C compilers. However, their testing

cannot fully assure the absence of bugs after performing compilation.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this paper, I propose a practical approach for verified compiliation which can

retain reliabilty without sacrificing the compilation performance. I validate the

register promotion optimization which is one of the complex optimizations in

LLVM, the mainstream C/C++ compiler, using the ERHL validator to show

the possibility of this approach. About C benchmark programs, totalling 7.1

million lines of C code, I successfully validate all compilations except 13.8%

which are currently not supported in the ERHL validator.

Also, I found one compiler bug that is not discovered for 7 years during this

work. I believe that it would useful to perform validation before deploying the

software or in debugging to make sure the absence of compiler bugs.
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요약

최근의 주류 C/C++ 컴파일러들은 컴파일러의 신뢰성보다는 성능에 집중하는

경향이 있다. 때문에 성능을 위한 다양한 최적화를 수행하게 되는데, 이 과정이

엄밀한 토대 없이 이루어지는 경우가 많기 때문에 수 많은 버그가 발생한다. 최근

연구 결과, 현재 많은 사람들이 사용하는 C/C++ 컴파일러인 GCC와 LLVM의

경우에도 여전히 수백 개의 버그가 발견되었다.

본논문에서는주류컴파일러의성능을잃지않으면서컴파일러의오류를완벽

히 제거하기 위해 재사용 가능한 검증된 번역 검산기 (ERHL validator) 를 이용한

검증된 번역 검산 기법을 제안한다. 번역 검산 기법은 컴파일과 검산 과정이 분

리되어 있기 때문에 컴파일러의 성능을 희생하지 않고도 검산이 가능하다. 또한

검산에 사용할 최적화 이유 (Proof) 를 생성하는 코드를 실제 컴파일러 코드 내부

에 직접 작성하기 때문에 반드시 컴파일러의 버그를 발견하거나, 컴파일러의 번역

결과가 옳다는 결과를 얻을 수 있다.

특히, 본 연구에서는 번역 검산 기법을 이용하여 LLVM 컴파일러의 모든 최적

화에대한검산이가능함을보이기위해 LLVM 3.7.1버전의 sroa최적화경로안에

있는 register promotion 알고리즘의 번역 결과가 옳다는 것을 보였다. Register

promotion 최적화에 대한 검산이 번역 검산 기법의 확장성을 충분히 보일 수 있는

이유는이최적화가 LLVM컴파일러에서수행하는다양한최적화중성능에큰영

향을 미치는 최적화 중의 하나이며, 최적화 알고리즘이 충분히 복잡하기 때문이다.

Register promotion최적화에서는프로그램내의메모리접근연산 (store, load)을

LLVM 레지스터 접근 연산 (read, write) 으로 바꾸는데, 많은 LLVM 컴파일러의

최적화가 이 때 바뀐 레지스터 연산을 대상으로 한다. 더욱이 이 레지스터는 이후

에 메모리 접근에 비해 월등히 속도가 빠른 CPU 레지스터에 할당되기도 하므로

성능에 큰 영향을 미치게 된다.

이 방법을 통해 LLVM 3.7.1 버전의 sroa 최적화 경로 안에 있는 register

promotion 알고리즘의 번역 결과가 옳다는 것을 보일 수 있었다. 컴파일러의 번역
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결과가옳음을보이기위해 SPEC CPU2006, LLVM Nightly Test,그리고 C언어로

작성된 5개의 프로그램을 벤치마크로 사용했으며, 이 벤치마크의 총 코드 길이는

약 710만 줄이다. 컴파일러가 번역한 약 7만 개의 결과에 대해 검산을 한 결과 총

10개의검산이실패하였는데,이는모두컴파일러자체의버그로인해실패한것이

다. 실패의 원인에 해당하는 버그는 본 연구를 진행하는 과정에서 발견한 것으로,

버그를 유발하는 소스코드가 삽입된 후 무려 7년이 넘는 시간동안 발견되지 않은

버그였다.

주요어: 검증된 번역 검산, 컴파일러 검증, LLVM 컴파일러, Register Promotion

학번: 2015-22897
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